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Abstract We prove that the vanishing of 11 focal values is not sufficient to ensure
that a complex plane cubic system has a complex center. This is done by finding a
complex cubic system with a high order weak focus using an extensive computer
search.
1 Introduction
In 1885 Poincaré asked when the differential equation
y′ = −x + p(x, y)
y + q(x, y) =: −
P(x, y)
Q(x, y)
with convergent power series p(x, y) and q(x, y) starting with quadratic terms, has
stable solutions in the neighborhood of the equilibrium solution (x, y) = (0, 0). This
means that in such a neighborhood the solutions of the equivalent plane autonomous
system
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x˙ = y + q(x, y) = Q(x, y)
y˙ = −x − p(x, y) = −P(x, y)
are closed curves around (0, 0).
Poincaré showed that one can iteratively find a formal power series










s j (x2 j+2 + y2 j+2)
with s j rational polynomials in the coefficients of P and Q. If all s j vanish and F is con-
vergent, then F is a constant of motion, i.e. its gradient field satisfies Pdx+ Qdy = 0.
Since F starts with x2 + y2 this shows that close to the origin all integral curves are
closed and the system is stable. Therefore the s j ’s are called the focal values of
Pdx+ Qdy. Often also the notation η2 j := s j is used, and the ηi are called Lyapunov
quantities.
Poincaré also showed, that if an analytic constant of motion exists, the focal values
must vanish. Later Frommer [2] proved that the systems above are stable if and only if
all focal values vanish even without the assumption of convergence of F . (Frommer’s
proof contains a gap which can be closed [10]).
Unfortunately it is in general impossible to check this condition for a given differ-
ential equation because there are infinitely many focal values. In the case where P and
Q are polynomials of degree at most d, the s j are rational polynomials in finitely many
unknowns. Hilbert’s Basis Theorem then implies that the ideal I∞ = (s1, s2, . . .) is
finitely generated, i.e there exists an integer m := m(d) such that
s1 = s2 = · · · = sm(d) = 0 ⇒ s j = 0 ∀ j.
This shows that a finite criterion for stability exists, but due to the indirect proof of
Hilbert’s Basis Theorem no value for m(d) is obtained. In fact even today only m(2) =
3 is known. ˙Zoła¸dek [11] and Christopher [1] showed that m(3) ≥ 11. Since the num-
ber of variables for d = 2 is six and m(2) = 6 − 3 it has been conjectured that for
d = 3 with 14 variables one has m(3) = 14 − 3 = 11. Notice that the minimal m(d)
can depend on whether complex or real coefficients are considered. It is the purpose
of this note to prove m(3) ≥ 12 for complex plane systems.
The most naive approach to this problem is to calculate a Gröbner Basis of I11 =
(s1, . . . , s11) and prove that s12 ∈ I11 by the usual ideal membership test. Unfortu-
nately this is not feasible, since the s j have very many terms and huge coefficients.
In the case of cubic P and Q they involve 14 variables and are of weighted degree
2 j . For example the s6 calculated with our version of Frommer’s Algorithm [7] has
already 95,760 terms.
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˙Zoła¸dek and Christopher therefore deduce their result geometrically. They exhibit
a component Y11 ⊂ X∞ = V (I∞) that has codimension 11 in the space of all pos-
sible (P, Q) of degree at most three. Finding a component of codimension 12 is not
an easy task, and indeed we choose a different approach. We prove that there exist a
codimension 11 family complex plane autonomous system of degree 3 which have a
non integrable saddle and for which nevertheless the first 11 focal values vanish, but
12th one doesn’t. For this we look at the system
x˙ = y + 3x2 + 8xy + 5y2 + 3x3 + 25x2y + 20xy2 + 18y3
y˙ = −(x + 27x2 + 9xy + 22y2 + 11x3 + 20x2y + 4xy2 + 3y3)
and prove that for this system s j = 0 mod 29 for j ≤ 11 while s12 = 0 mod 29.
Checking that furthermore the Jacobian matrix of s1, . . . , s11 has full rank modulo 29
for this system, we can apply a theorem of Schreyer [5] to show the existence of the
desired family of foci over C. From this we deduce that s12 ∈ I11 = (s1, . . . , s11). In
fact we even prove the stronger result s12 ∈ rad I11.
Since for a given system one can evaluate the s j using Frommers algorithm [7]
without knowing the complete polynomials, this approach is feasible.
We found the above system by performing a random search. Heuristically each si
vanishes mod 29 for about one of every 29 differential equations [9]. So we expect to
find an example as above after checking 2911 ≈ 1016 random examples. By param-
eterizing s1 and s2 we can improve this to 299 ≈ 1013 random examples. Indeed we
found the example after about 8 × 1012 trials. Using an improved version [8] of the
program [6] this took 1,246 CPU-days. Since this search is easily parallelizable we
could do this calculation in about one month by distributing the work to 12 AMD
Opteron Dual Core computers with 2.2 GHz, 128K L1-cache and 1024K L2-cache
and 30 Intel Pentium 4 computers with 3 GHz, 32K L1-cache and 2048K L2-cache.
The program uses only 5 MB of RAM.
We would like to thank the Regionales Rechenzentrum für Niedersachsen (RRZN)
and the Institut für Systems Engineering, Fachgebiet Simulation for providing the nec-
essary CPU time. Also we are grateful to Colin Christopher who checked our example
using REDUCE [4].
2 The Proof
Notation 2.1 If I ⊂ Z[x1, . . . ,xn] is an ideal and XZ = V (I ) ⊂ AnZ is the variety
over spec Z defined by I , then we denote by XFp the fiber of XZ over Fp for any prime
p. Furthermore we denote by XC the variety defined by I over C.
Theorem 2.2 (Schreyer) Let I = ( f1, . . . , fk) ⊂ Z[x1, . . . ,xn] be an ideal and
XZ = V (I ). If x ∈ XFp is a point with codim TXFp ,x = k then there exists an
irreducible component YZ ⊂ XZ with x ∈ YZ and YZ ⊂ XFp . In particular YC = ∅.
Proof This is a special case of a theorem of Schreyer [5]. See also [3] for a proof. unionsq
Example 2.3 Consider XZ = V (3x) ⊂ A1Z. This variety has two components over
Z namely YZ = V (x) and ZZ = V (3). Since 3 = 0 is true only in F3 we have
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Fig. 1 A variety over spec Z
ZZ = ZF3 . Furthermore ZC = ∅. On the other hand x = 0 is possible over all Fp and
YC = ∅. See Fig. 1.
Indeed, if we consider the point x = 0 ∈ XFp , p = 3 then we have that the deriv-
ative (3x)′ = 3 = 0 and the tangent space T0,XFp has codimension 1. Therefore the
theorem applies and the component YZ containing x = 0Fp is not contained in XFp .
Since 3 · 1 = 0 ∈ F3 we can also consider the point x = 1 ∈ XF3 . Here we
have (3x)′ = 3 = 0 and the tangent space T1,XF3 has codimension 0. Hence the
theorem does not apply, and indeed the component ZZ = ZF3 containing x = 1F3 is
completely contained in XF3 .
Corollary 2.4 If in the situation of Theorem 2.2 we have a further polynomial g ∈
Z[x1, . . . ,xn] satisfying g(x) = 0 ∈ Fp then g does not vanish on XC.
Proof Assume to the contrary that g vanishes on XC. By Theorem 2.2 we have a com-
ponent YZ ⊂ XZ with x ∈ YZ and YC = ∅. Since g vanishes on XC and YC = ∅ it
also vanishes on YC and therefore on YZ and YFp . But this contradicts our assumption
g(x) = 0. unionsq
Example 2.5 Notice that conditions of Theorem 2.2 and Corollary 2.4 do not imply
the existence of real points x ∈ XC with g(x) = 0. Consider for example the family
of plane systems
x˙ = −y + ax2 + axy







For a = 2 and b = 1 we have s1 ≡ 0(5) and s2 ≡ 0(5). Since the Jacobian matrix in
this case has the correct rank, Corollary 2.4 implies that for certain a and b over the
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complex numbers we have a complex focus of order 2. Over the real numbers however
this family of systems never has a focus of order 2, since s1 = 0 implies a = b = 0
and therefore also s2 = 0. This example was kindly provided by the referee.
Theorem 2.6 m(3) ≥ 12 for complex plane systems.
Proof Using our implementation of Frommers algorithm [7,6,8] we obtain
s1 = 145 = 5 · 29
s2 = −28107385 =
(−1) · 2 · 72 · 23 · 29 · 43
5
s3 = 11217567809960 =
29 · 6163 · 627637
22 · 3 · 5
s4 = −4609839516974492567 =
(−1) · 22 · 29 · 4914541 · 8086207
34 · 7
s5 = 15087652045867048479893311850 =
29 · 10181 · 51101450117924357
2 · 34 · 52 · 7 · 11
s6 = −47800111276327585549868098577125096400
= (−1) · 7 · 29 · 43 · 61 · 89770693272899615845933
24 · 37 · 52 · 11 · 13
s7 = 12259229672364079476119153019532714966731786995240000
= 29 · 761 · 9261610935427 · 599782781246472744509
26 · 38 · 54 · 7 · 113 · 13
s8 = −99819944913124088741736192515398929565609507127320766229924745930625
= (−1)·23·29·8111 · 649787 · 83993087·110599614673·30566725375870417
311 · 54 · 73 · 114 · 133 · 17
s9 = 145010763456597069697037235091337410694847561167439689383417202215898592636341533120000
= 29 · 241 · 8233 · 64381 · 4901740681 · 1228805547453217
29 · 311 · 54 · 74 · 115 · 134 · 17 · 19 ·
·6498840374505787565393
s10 = (−1) · 29 · 29164095728 · 314 · 55 · 76 · 115 · 135 · 173 · 19 ·
·3688454531370071629111510617021416082954922488168734079515731
s11 = 29 · 47 · 321467 · 804541 · 121836860182878614056682214997211 · 316 · 55 · 76 · 115 · 136 · 174 · 193 · 23 ·
·1858776194792400195182106117486816782933
s12 = (−1) · 2099 · 409261 · 74003353 · 272427271412474062984126 · 317 · 57 · 77 · 116 · 136 · 175 · 194 · 23 ·
·550524948891154683105490668924575639203339371258291071
This shows that the first 11 focal values are divisible by 29 while the 12th is not.
Similarily one can check that the codimension of the tangent space to the variety
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cut out by the first 11 focal polynomials in this point over F29 is 11. Therefore the
conditions of Theorem 2.2 and Corollary 2.4 are satisfied. unionsq
Note added in proof After submitting this article we have found the following example
x˙ = y + 8x2 + 27xy + 12y2 + 27x3 + 14x2y + 9xy2 + 13y3
y˙ = −(x + 27x2 + 24xy + 18y2 + 20x3 + 28x2y + 20xy2 + 25y3)
by extending our computer search. For this example the first 12 focal values vanish modulo 31, but the 13th
one does not. Also the rank of the Jacobi-matrix of s1, . . . , s12 has full rank modulo 31. From Theorem 2.2
and Corollary 2.4 it then follows that even m(3) ≥ 13 for complex systems.
Open Access This article is distributed under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution Noncom-
mercial License which permits any noncommercial use, distribution, and reproduction in any medium,
provided the original author(s) and source are credited.
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